nWET– nonwoven edge trim fabric
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nWET— nonwoven edge
trim is a by-product in
variable widths of 1/2 inch
to 2 inches.



the nonwoven is a premium
basis weight with a blend of
rayon and polyester.



nWET has an absorption
rate of 650% to 700%;
significantly higher than
market accepted spun rayon
blend yarns.



the fabric has a very soft
hand similar to baby-wipe
material.



the combination of bulk and
absorption performance
allows the actual weight of
material to be reduced by
40% to 50% to produce a
similar size mop.



nWET - nonwoven edge trim [rayon, polyester blend] 1, 10 & 24 ends
nWET2 - flat & twisted [rayon, polyester blend] 1, 10 & 24 ends
JONES acknowledges that the mop industry is changing at a rapid pace with global
impact. Rising raw material costs around the world requires that our industry
expand our thinking. Product innovation is no longer a competitive advantage; it is
a requirement just to stay in the market. nWET or nonwoven edge trim is
reclaimed by-product generated during the web forming process.
nWET is an innovative alternative material that meets or exceeds the
performance requirements of conventional economy spun yarns. The absorption
ranges from 600% on the original nWET and up to 1000% on the nWET2. The
bulk of the nWET strips also allows you to manufacture an equivalent mop using
as much as 50% of the weight required in the conventional string mop. These two
factors alone position nWET as a viable alternative raw material. nWET is available in white premium gauge fabric weights. The material is a blend of rayon and
polyester with a soft texture similar to the nonwoven fabric found in baby-wipes.
The material is available in single end, 10 or 24 multiple end packages. nWET and
nWET2 are ideal for limited-use or disposable applications.

nWET is an ideal
alternative to spun yarns for
specific limited-use mop
applications.
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